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An Investigation of Vocal Vibrato for Synthesis t

Robert Maher* & James Beauchamp

Computer Music Project, School or Music. Univcrsitv or Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
2136 vlusic Bldg. 1114 W. Nevada. Urbana. Illinois 61XOI. USA

ABSTRACT

High-fidclitv singing svnthcsis require: careful consideration of the properties
and character oinatural ribrato. The research rcporird here craluutcs sonic
or111C characteristics otiocal vibrato and presents a nCl\' panncd-wavetablc
svnthcsis 1I1C1!zoi!. The singing lone 'a' lias recorded digitallv and anolvzcdfor
bass, tenor. a!10and soprano 1'Oin'.I, providing timc-iariant measurements of
WII[ili1 II de , frequency and phase [or each or the ioicc partials. Formant
'tracings' provide a noiel ntethodjor cxamining roculspcctra during iihrato.
The significanc« or ribrato II 'aiefo I'll1 parameters and the role of spectrum
modulation (due 10 partial amplitudcIluct uationst dl/ring th« i.ihrato cvcl«
lI'ilS illl'n1iga1ed jn rcsvntliesis of the singing 10llCI FOIII modified anal vsis
data. Informal listening 10 cxaniplcs produced b v the panncd-warctahlc
,11'11 thesis mode! indica1cd Iha 1 inclusion or typica! random flue tua Iions of
vibrato rate. vibrato depth and nOlllina!.llIlIgjiTijlleniT rcsultcd ill no qualitv
preference OITr example: with constant ialues. lnclusion of vibrato-induced
spectrum modulation rcsultcr! ill a substantial intprorctnent ot.er examples
baring 1'011.1/([1/1 spectra.

1 INTRODUCTION

Vocal vibrato is an essential aspect of trained singing. Vibrato is employed
for emphasis and timbral variety in many singing situations and provides a
valuable added dimension for expressive control. Indeed, the degree of
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control over vibrato may be a good indication of a singer's skill and
flexibility, Other observations suggest that vibrato may help mask any small
unintentional errors in singing pitch, I The importance of vibrato has many
implications for singing synthesis methods: vibrato must be treated with
care if a convincing result is desired.

Our work on vocal vibrato began as an ofTshoot of a more general
investigation of time-variant spectral analysis methods for musical
instrument sounds, Most techniques employed for time-variant analysis use
a bank of fixed-frequency bandpass analysis filters to separate an input
signal into its presumably harmonic partials. The presence of vibrato in the
analyzed tone may cause unwanted 'cross-talk' between the analysis filters.
i.e. a partial may appear in the passband of two or more analysis filters
during one vibrato cycle (see Fig. 1). Additional problems appear if a valid
estimate of the time-varying amplitude. phase and frequency (phase
derivative) of each partial is desired. The fundamental time-bandwidth
product constraining the minimum analysis filter bandwidth to be
inversely proportional to the observation time interval must also be
confronted.

In an attempt to circumvent some of the problems inherent in the fixed
band approach we have adopted a time-variant analysis procedure based on
a speech analysis synthesis method of McAulay and Quatieri.? This method
has already been found to provide useful results for the analysis of musical
signals. 3 '-+ The method assumes a priori that the input signal can he
represented adequately as the sum ofa finite number of possibly inharmonic
sinusoids with appropriate time-varying amplitude and frequency (or phase)
modulation. This model has proved to be accurate for representing most
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Fig. 1. A Iixcd-b.md harmonic analyzer employs a hank or hand pass filters centered at the
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Fig. 2. Summary or the McAulav Oua ticri analysis procedure. The input signal is

segmented into overlapping unn lvxis blocks. or 'fru mcs' The log-magnitude spectrum ofeach
block is computed. and the location and height or spectral peaks arc identified.

musical sounds, Moreover, we have found it to he an improvement over
fixed-hand methods for the analysis of vibrato tones since it is possible to
track changing frequencies. thereby avoiding the inter-hand cross-talk
problem.

In our version of the McAulay-Quatieri procedure (Fig, 2). the digitized
input signal is divided into windowed. overlapping time segments or
'frames', For each frame (zero-padded by a factor of two or more) we
compute the complex spectrum and the log-magnitude spectrum. from
which all spectral peaks are identified, The model assumes that each spectral
peak is due to the presence of an underlying sinusoidal partial at the location
of the peak, We then estimate the magnitude. frequency and phase of each
partial from the log-magnitude and complex spectral data. The peaks are
tracked from frame to frame and connected into frequency 'tracks', Because
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only those partials whose amplitudes exceed a certain threshold are retained.
the number of tracks present can vary considerably from frame to frame.
Thus. frequency tracks are continually being born and dying as the spectral
content of the input signal changes from instant to instant. The collection of
frequency tracks provides a connected mesh of amplitude. frequency and
phase estimates for each partial as a function of time (Fig. 3).

The corresponding synthesis method is essentially a sum-of-sinusoids
additive synthesis procedure. but polynomial interpolation of the analyzed
phase data is employed to provide a smoothly varying phase function from
frame to frame for each partial component. The technique is well suited for
inharmonic sounds.v" We have obtained useful results for tones containing
vibrato and even for analysis/synthesis of polyphonic music (Maher"]. Our
implementation of the McAulay Quatieri procedure will be referred to as
the MQ technique for the remainder of this paper.
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Several approaches to singing synthesis have been reported (cf Refs 1 and
6--8). All of the methods attempt to capture the formant properties of the
singing voice. either by direct simulation of the human vocal apparatus or by
mimicking the voice spectrum itself. In general. the human vocal system has
been treated as a multi-resonant structure (the pharynx and oral cavity)
excited by an acoustic pulse generator (the vocal folds and breathing
apparatus). as shown in Fig. 4. In this model the output of the vocal system is
characterized by regions of spectral emphasis (formants) due to the implicit
convolution of the vocal fold signal with the resonant impulse response of

the vocal tract. Thus the goal has been to identify and match the salient
spectral properties of the human singing voice.

In the case of vibrato most reports indicate. perhaps tacitly. that the
resonant character of the vocal tract remains FIXED while the excitation
from the vocal folds changes frequency in some quasi-sinusoidal
manner. 1

•
tJ

.
1

() If the amplitude of each partial in the source spectrum of the
vocal folds is considered to be nearly constant throughout the vibrato cycle.
the output spectrum of the singing voice will show frcq uency modulation
due to activity of the vocal folds and amplitude modulation due to the
source partials being swept back and forth through the vocal tract
resonances. Although trained singers. particularly sopranos. are able to shirt
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the spectral location of certain formants to coincide with a source partial, 11

it is reasonable to assume that formant positions remain fixed as partial
frequencies fluctuate according to a vibrato pattern, causing the amplitudes
of the partials to also vary in time.

This vibrato-induced amplitude modulation of the partials leads to a
time-varying magnitude spectrum, or 'spectrum modulation', occurring at
the vibrato rate. We did not know in advance whether spectrum modulation
might be a vital ingredient for a convincing synthesis, because the efTects of
natural vibrato on timbre perception have not been evaluated by
psychoacoustic testing. 1

2 Therefore, it seemed pruden t to in vestiga te this
aspect of natural vibrato in our experimental synthesis models. Also, since
previous reports have stressed the importance of random variations in
vibrato. I. C we decided to include in our study an analysis of the deviations
from strict periodic behavior found in vocal vibrato waveforms.

The work reported here is a preliminary evaluation of various parameters
of vibrato in singing. The results arc intended to guide further work in this
area, particularly in economical synthesis techniques. In several respects the
approach and conclusions of this paper can be viewed as independent
extensions and refinements of the work reported by Bennett.'

2 RESEARCH PLAN

Four singers (soprano. alto, tenor and bass) were recorded individually while
singing the vowel 'a' at a comfortable output level and range of pitches. All
singers had received some formal training. but none was a professional
vocalist. No special instructions were given to the singers. except to relax and
sing naturally.

The recordings were made in a nonreverberant room with a high-quality
professional microphone. The soprano recordings were obtained using a
Sony rCM-50l ES digital tape system. while the alto, tenor and bass
recordings were obtained from a previous study. 1" Several example tones
from each singer were then rerecorded digitally at a 20 kHz sample rate using
the Sound Conversion and Storage System (SCSS). built at the University or
Illinois. 14 Once on the SCSS. the digitized tones were available as 'sample
files' for processing and analysis using software on a general purpose digital
computer (an IBM Model 125 RT PC workstation).

The sample flies were analyzed first using the MQ procedure. Next. a
fundamental frequency tracking technique was employed to identify and
extract those partials which were closest to being the harmonics of the signal
within each frame. The frequency domain histogram method reported by
Schroeder 1 S was chosen for fundamental freq uency tracking since the
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method operates on a list of partial frequencies, automatically pro , idcd hy
the MQ analysis procedure.

Since the fundamental Irequencys.tr) varied in time. we assumed that the
frequency of the kth partial would vary according to

(1 )

We should emphasize that this frequency extraction process docs not
inherently restrict partials to he perfect harmonics. hut we expect they V\ ould
be for most noripercussive musical instrument and vocal sounds. An
example of the raw output of the MQ analysis procedure is shO\\ n in Fig.
S(a). The quasi-harmonic form extracted after tracking the fundamental is
given in Fig. SIb).

Finally, the quasi-harmonic voice partials were assembled as a data tile
consisting of the initial phase of each partial followed by the amplitude and
frequency change measurements obtained for each partial <It each ana lysi-,
frame. A time domain signal could be resynthesized dircct lv from the
original quasi-harmonic data or from modified <Ina lysis d.ua.

We investigated the significance of various i imc-varving vibrato
parameters by generating several synthetic tones based on the MQ a na lyxi-,
data. A list of resynthesis alterations is given in Table 1. The MQ procedure
supplies information on the amplitude and frequency evolution of each
partial, so it was convenient to perform independent modilications of these
domains. For example, frequency variations could he omitted V\ hile
retaining amplitude variations, and vice versa.

The importance of spectrum modulation due to vibrato was 111\ cstigated
by resynthesizing tones with (I) measured amplitude fl uctuat ions for each
partial, but with constant partial frequencies replacing the measured
frequency oscillations. and (2) measured frequency oscillations. hut with
constant (time average) partial amplitudes.

TABLE I
Resynthesis Alterations Applied to Anulvsi-, f)ala lo r luch SUI1!C V()\lc]

(ai No modifications (direct resynthesis Irom the 'V1Q al1ahSISI
(h) Replacement oflrcqucncy vibr.uo ofeach partial with a 'L'omp()sik" I ibr.uo \lalelnrm
(c) Additive rcsynt hcsis with fixed number ofquaci-h.umonic partials (partials hL't\leen I)

and 4 SOO JIz)
(di Elimination of partial amplitude Iluctu.uions Isvnlhesls with Iivcd p~lrtl~Ii .unpliiudc-,

and measured individual partial vibr.uos:
(e) Elimination of partial Frequency vibruiox (svni hcsi, \11th li\ed perkcl haIJl1llI1IL"

frequencies and rncusurcd modul.uion on each partial)
In Combination of (d) and (e) (Ii\ed wuvctorm synthesisl
(gi Combin.uion of (h) and (dl
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The effect of possible inharmonicity in vibrato tones was examined by
replacing the individual partial vibratos with a 'composite' frequency
vibrato waveform. The composite vibrato waveform was obtained by
averaging the frequency waveforms measured for each partial. The
contribution of each partial to the composite vibrato was weighted by its
amplitude; thus, strong partials contributed more to the composite than
weak partials. For a given analysis frame. the composite frequency is given
by

I'

L ilkU~ - kf;Jk
<I« + k_=:l __y, _

L {/k
k 1

(2)

where

P = the number of partials
ilk = measured amplitude of partial f..:

t. = measured frequency of partial k
/0 = assumed fixed target frequency.

The results were examined via several graphic display routines and audio
playback. Evaluation was informal and intended to guide further research in
computer music synthesis. Emphasis was on determining guidelines for
vibrato generation that would be appropriate for inclusion in various
synthesis algorithms.

To test the utility of the measured parameters we developed a simple
software synthesis algorithm having a favorable tradeoff between
computational efficiency and synthesis quality.

3 RESLLTS AND DISCUSSION

We found direct resynthesis from the original MQ analysis data (where all
tracks are retained and phase interpolation is used) to be of excellent quality.
The results were nearly indistinguishable from the original recordings, based
on informal auditions by several critical listeners who were not biased by
familiarity with the analysis method nor the research goals. Examples were
also generated from the analysis data by simple additive resynthesis
employing a fixed number of quasi-harmonic. time-varying partials. While
we found the initial attack quality to be inferior to the result obtained by the
direct resynthesis method. the simple resynthesis provided good results for
the sustained portions of the sung vowels.

The tones were further altered by removing partial amplitude fluctu
ations, frequency fluctuations (or both), and by replacing individual partial
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TABLE 2
Rating of Resynthesis Examples in Order of Decreasing Fidelity

(I) Onginal recording
I::') Unaltered MQ synthesis
(3) Simple additive synthesis of quasi-harmonic partials
(4) Resynthesis of (3) with the composite frequency vibr.uo used on all partials
(5) Resynthesis of (3) without amplitude fluctuations on the partiuls
(6) Resynthesis of (41 without amplitude tluct u.uions on the partials
(7) Resynthesis of (31 without trcqucucy vibr.u o
(81 Resynthesis of (31 without frequency vibrato or amplitude fluctuations

frequencies with frequencies harmonically related to the composite
fundamental frequency (defined by eqn (2)), We used informal listening to
rank the several resynthesis examples in order of decreasing fidelity, as
shown in Table 2, The largest degradation in quality was noted between
methods 6 and 7, The differences between methods I, 2 and 3 were very
slight and methods 5 and 6 were essentially indistinguishable, However.
methods 5 and 6 (constant amplitude partials) provided substantially
different quality from the similar methods 3 and 4, which included amplitude
fluctuations.

Table 3 summarizes several measured characteristics of vibrato for the
vocal tones used in this investigation. We note the reasonable consistency of
these parameters. Vibrato rate is most consistent, being between 5·0 and
5·7 Hz. The alto tone had the smallest vibrato depth (± 2·5'Yt,) and the
smallest dB ripple over all partials. The ripple of the RMS amplitude (given
by the square root of the sum of the squares of the partial amplitudes) is
substantially smaller than the maximum for the individual partials because
the maxima and minima ofditTerent partials are frequently out of phase and
tend to compensate for one another.

3.1 Vibrato differences among partials

One aspect of interest to us was the possibility of time-varying
inharmonicity during the vibrato cycle. Due to the frequency-dependent
phase response of the vocal tract. the partials of a singing voice could
undergo a frequency-dependent group delay (i.e, phase derivative) relative to
one another. As the fundamental and other partial frequencies oscillate
during the vibrato cycle, they could be inharrnonic with respect to each other
in direct relation to the product of the vibrato rate and the difference of the
group delays for each two frequencies compared. In fact. some of our
analyses ofmusical instrument tones with vibrato (e.g. violin and oboe tones)
have revealed significant momentary inharmonicities. On the other hand,
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TABLE 3
Some Typical Measurements of Vibrato Characteristics in Sung Vowels. Vowel Sound 'a'

J'olee III/sica! tibrrn» tihrut«, .If(/I. rippl« Ifl/.I . rippl,:

pinh r(/Ie depl h o] au : purtiul of R .'vIS amplitude
(H~I lill dHi lill dB!

-------- .._----

Soprano C;:::5 1554-4 Hz) 57 j~ .5 (j,o 10 .\

Alto D4 129371171 5h ~ :!-)oo 4
Fcnor G.I (llJhO Iii) 5·3 +4'~()() I] OS

B,ISS C3 (130XII/I 'iO 4·5°'0 S 05

assuming that the vocal system can he represented by a standard source
fixed-filter model having about five fairly broad formant resonances, I h we
expect that the group delay variation will be minimal (unlike the case of the
violin. which is characterized by numerous overlapping narrow band
resonances). indicating that inhurmonicity effects due to vibrato should he
insignificant in vocal tones. However. another effect. due to the possibility
for modulation of the vocal tract parameters during vibrato, thereby
affecting the individual partial frequencies differently, could not be ruled out.
Thus. we chose to perform an analysis of time-varying inharmonicity. The
results were that the analyses revealed some subtle inharmonicitics. but the
effects were of the same order as our analyzer's inherent frequency accuracy
limitation of approximately 1 H7 and appeared to be too small to be
perceivable. Indeed. informal listening tests of (ones synthesized with and
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without the detected inharmonicities indicated that the differences were
barely distinguishable. Thus, we conclude that inhannonicity effects can be
ignored in vocal vibrato tones. Visually, this seems obvious from Fig. 6,
which shows superimposed normalized frequency measurements for a
number of partials of a typical alto tone.

The results also clearly show a complex relationship betwccn the time
varying fundamental frequency and the individual partial envelopes. The
prominence and qualitative compJexity of the amplitude fluctuations IS

TIM ESE C J

la)

rIM E ( SEc i

Fig. 7. Typical timc-variant spcctra for four Sll1gcrs using vihrato: la) soprano. C5: Ih) alto.
D4: (c/ tenor. GJ: (d) hass. C3. Al1lplitlllk (linear scalc) is the vertical dimension. Quasi

harmonic data \\e1'C c'.tractcd from the lull MQ analysis.
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illustrated by the time-variant analysis data for four typical vocal tones
shown in Fig. 7.

The phase relationship between the time-varying fundamental frequency
and the amplitude fluctuation of an individual partial can he used to identify
the position of that partial relative to a vocal tract resonance in the following
ways: 1

(i) If the amplitude ofa partial is ill phase with the frequency vibrato (i.c.
it increases in amplitude as the frequency increases). the partial is on
the low side of a resonance peak (see Fig. Sla)).

TIM E ( ~ E C )

(el

0.0
TIM E ( SEC )

(Ll)

Fig. 7 contd.
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(ii) If the amplitude ofa partial is out ofphase with the frequency vibrato,
the partial is on the high side of a resonance peak (see Fig. 8(b)).

(iii) If the amplitude of a partial contains a component changing at twice
the ribratofrequencv, the partial is swept across a resonance peak or
trough (see Fig. 8(c)).

The amplitude versus frequency behavior can be observed more clearly
when the data are plotted as the locus of [frequency. amplitude] coordinates
of each partial during vibrato. Figure 9 shows the spectral envelopes of the
sung 'a' vowels for each of the four singers as traced by the partials during
several vibrato cycles. The striking feature of these 'scribble-plots' is the ease
with which the spectral position and shape of several formants may be
identified. Although the excitation spectrum from the vocal folds and the
frequency response of the vocal tract have not been separated here. the
multi-resonant character of the output spectrum is obvious. Unfortunately,
with increasing fundamental frequency. the spacing of the voice partials
increases. This provides a coarser sampling of the underlying spectral
envelope and a corresponding decrease is formant information available
from the plots. as evidenced hy the data from the female singers in Fig. 9(a)
and (b).

What is the perceptual importance of the amplitude f1uctuations during
the vibrato cycle') Although the tracing of formant characteristics due to
vibrato might indicate a means for a listener to identify more features of the
spectral envelope-thereby increasing the ease of vowel identification-this
has not heen fully confirmed. I 0.1 S Perhaps most significant is that tirnbral
variation occurs throughout the vibrato cycle. That periodic timbral
fluctuation is perceptually obvious (in the absence of frequency vibrato) was
demonstrated in our resynthesis examples where freq uency vibrato had been
removed. leaving only the spectrum modulation to he heard.

The perceptual importance of the amplitude fluctuations for convincing
synthesis was also noted from our resynthesis examples where the partial
amplitudes were held constant. In general, it was apparent that a certain
warmth and natural quality found in the resyntheses including amplitude
f1uctuations was missing from the frequency-modulation-only examples.
Also. some listeners noted that the inclusion of spectrum modulation
seemed to aid perceptual fusion. With the amplitude fluctuations omitted,
the upper partials produced a 'whistling effect' and did not blend well with
the lower partials. It is possible that some of the unnatural character of
certain economical synthesis methods such as complex frequency
modulation (FM)' -might be attributed to the unnaturally constant partial
amplitude behavior of the synthesized tones.

We conclude that the time variation of vowel timhre due to frequency
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vibrato provides a richness and sonic variety characteristic of good singing
quality and can profitably be included in models for vocal vibrato synthesis.

3.2 Analysis of vibrato waveforms

The vibrato waveforms obtained from the singing examples were analyzed
to evaluate their sta tistica I properties. The long-term (1-2 s) average
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spectrum of each vibrato waveform was computed, and a time-variant
analysis using fixed-band filters centered at the nominal vibrato frequency
and its harmonics was performed,

Analyses of the vibrato waveforms (sec examples. Fig. 10) showed nearly
sinusoidal frequency changes, with amplitudes (vibrato depths) varying
between ± 2(1<) and ± 5% of the fundamental frequencies. The vibrato
waveforms also exhibited a low frequency 'drift' above and below the targ«!
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fundamental frequency with an extent on the order of ± I% of the
fundamental (I % ;:::; 17 cents). The drift appeared to be random and, as
indicated by the long-term spectral average of the vibrato waveform
(example shown in Fig. IO(e)). had a bandwidth of one-third the nominal
vibrato rate for the male singers and approximately one-half the nominal
rate for the female singers. The vibrato rate itself varied over the duration of
the note, with maximum deviation of ± lCVYc, of the nominal vibrato rate. An
expression for the fundamental frequency of a sung tone with vibrato is

flU) =fo + dl(r) d(1) = 0lrl(r)

dIU) = d(r) + tl/Ul sin (lip) + (!)o) = frequency deviation
,~[

11,(1) = 2n I/\JI + O,,",,(T)j dr = phase of fundamental (3)
IL! 0

tl/(I) =f~[1 + 11 2"2(I)J = vibrato depth in Hz

lid!) = 2n f'/;(T)dT
o

where

rk = random numbers in range -I to + 1. with specified bandwidth
ilk = extent scaling of random variations
f", = nominal vibrato depth

1,(, = nominal vibrato rate
10 = target fundamental frequency 111 Hz.

Equation (3) could also be written with the frequency parameters expressed
as fractions of the target fundamental frequency 1;1' Parameter measure
ments for four vowel tones are given in Table 4.

It is important to realize the significance of the iariations in vibrato rate.

TABLE 4
Tvpical Vibrato Parumcrcr-, and Random Vu n.u ions

I [!ICC Random .lcptl,
iariation a,

Random dritt U I Random iibra tn
rat: rariat ion il,

FYICnl

(U" o!id
Bandwidth Extrnt

(/h I"" o/j"J

Bandwidth
IH~)

FYICIII

o! t, ,l
Bandividtli

( II~)

Soprano .10 ') 0·6 50 K 5-
Alto .10 .IS 07 2·5 K .~

Tcnor 15 5·5 I 35 10 3-5
Bass 25 5 1 .1·5 10 .I
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vibrato depth and fundamental frequency. Although a trained singer can
adjust the Target values of these parameters. the 'random' variations about
the desired values do not appear to he controlled by the singer in any
conscious manner. I The maximum measured deviation from the target
values may give some indication of the 'looseness' of the vocal control
system. The singer evidently uses feed hack from the sensory and hearing
systems to adjust the vocal fold apparatus in the direction of target values
whenever the random drift is greater than some tolerable amount."? The
± 17 cents drift extent measured here for solo vocal tones with vibrato is

comparable to the ± 15 cents frequency deviations between singers in a choir
reported hy Ternstrom and Sundberg.?" It is unclear whether this agreement
represents a typical limitation of the vocal.auditory feedback system. In any
case. it has been reported tha t incl usion of appropria te ra ndom f uct ua tions
in singing synthesis is vital to avoid a mechanical. unnatural sound.':"

3.3 Computer model for singing synthesis with vibrato

A proposed block diagram for 'natural' vocal vihrato is given in Fig. 11. The
model has two main parameters: vibrato rate(" and vibrato depthr, These
parameters are augmented by lowpass random fluctuations. and a final low
frequency drift term is added. The design parameters of the random
variations are based on the results of our analysis effort. The vibrato block
diagram is appropriate for inclusion in many existing synthesis models.

Our final experiment involved a vibrato and singing synthesis algorithm
incorporating the important features of the measured data. Although
several sophisticated singing synthesis techniques have been reported (cf
References), those methods allowing control over partial amplitudes require
substantial setup and computation time. Instead. we chose to reduce the
computation load in a manner appropriate for a general-purpose software
synthesis program (e.g. Music 4( 2 1

). Thus, what the algorithm lacked in
sophistication, it gained in simplicity and economy.

The computation required to synthesize a sustained signal can be reduced
by the use of a )varetable. A wavetable is typically a pre-calculated. single
cycle of the desired waveform which is repetitively read from memory. The
table lookup operation has been used in many software synthesis methods,
and is very efficient in terms of computation load. 2 2 The fundamental
frequency of the output signal can he varied by changing the effective rate at
which the wavetable is accessed. Also, the overall amplitude envelope of the
signal can be varied with multiplicative scaling of the data obtained from the
wavetable. However. a single. fixed wavetablc does not allow independent
amplitude control of the individual partials comprising the stored
waveform. In order to simulate the spectrum modulation present in vocal
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(4)

vibrato, our approach was to use two wave tables, each being scanned at the
same rate (frequency), but with different amplitude scaling. The output
signal was computed as a time-varying weighted sum of the individual
outputs of the two wavetables.

The pair of wavetables were generated using the time-varying spectrum
obtained for one of the vocal vibrato tones as the source of two "target'
spectra. The amplitude of each partial measured at the extreme positii:c
frequency excursion during a vibrato cycle was noted, and a fixed waveform
table (one cycle) was computed using the partial amplitudes as Fourier series
coefficients. The other table was generated corresponding to the extreme
negative frequency excursion of the same vibrato cycle.

A 'blending' or 'panning' function :x(t) can be defined as

df(f)-min :df(f):

:x(t) = nl~IXT(~): - min :df(f):

where dl(t) is given by eqn (3), and min t! and mux t-j are the extreme
negative and positive frequency excursions. respectively. For example. :x(t) is
equal to I when df(t) is at its positive peak and equal to 0 when df(f) is at its
negative peak. Further, defining \\'!(OJfl as the waveform corresponding to
the peak positive frequency excursion during the vibrato cycle and 11"2(oJf)

corresponding to the peak negative frequency excursion. the resulting
synthesis output becomes

(5)

where IIt(f) is given by eqn (3).

Thus, by "panning' between the wavetables in synchronous with a
frequency vibrato waveform the output consists of a perfect spectral match
to the original at the vibrato extremes and an approximation at frequencies
in between. The spectral evolution created by this simple method cannot
handle the situation in which a partial traverses a spectral peak or trough
during a vibrato cycle, but the spectrum modulation is simulated in a
reasonable way.

In our investigation, the main synthesis parameters were the fundamental
(carrier) frequency and amplitude. and the vibrato (modulator! frequency
and amplitude. The block diagram of Fig. II was used to synthesize the
vibrato waveform and to control the blend between the two synthesis
wavetables. A diagram for the complete synthesis algorithm is shown in
Fig. 12.

This simple panned-wavetable synthesis method produced good-quality
synthetic sung vowel sounds. We were surprised to find that syntheses of
tones 2-3 s in duration containing the random vibrato variations of Fig. 11
did I/O[ sound superior to examples containing only perfect. sinusoidal
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Wavetable #1
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Vibrato
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(lOW frequency)
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o to 1

Fig. 12. Block diagram for panncd-wavetable synthesis scheme. The contribution of each
wavctable to the output is determined by the instantaneous vibrato extent. An overall

amplitude envelope is applied to the signal.

vibrato. Our informal listening detected differences between 'straight'
sinusoidal vibrato examples and examples with random vibrato variations,
but did not express a strong preference. A satisfactory explanation of this
result-given the reports of Bennett, 1 Chowning 7 and others regarding the
importance of random vibrato fluctuations-will require further study.
However, it is possible that the timbre fluctuations resulting from the
panned-wavetable synthesis provide a sufficiently strong perceptual cue for
singing that the assistance of simulated random variations of the vibrato
waveform is not essential.

The synthesized vowel tones were only of useful quality for about two
semitones above and below the target frequency, implying the need for at
least three sets of wavetables per octave range. Also, the method did not
include attack cues (e.g. portamento, onset noise, etc.), which may be
necessary for a truly convincing solo synthesis. Thus, we may be satisfied
with the simple method for use in synthesizing sustained vocal sounds, but
not for rapid, exposed solo passages. We feel that the simple algorithm
represents a useful computation/quality tradeoff, nonetheless, and is a good
platform for further research.
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4 AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
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During the course of the work reported here, we came across several
unanswered questions appropriate for further study.

(1) The behavior of vibrato in the vicinity of a transition from one note
to another-particularly in legato singing-is not considered in our
current model. However, some of our preliminary work in this area
indicates that the singer systematically advances or delays the vibrato
relative to the time of transition in order to perform a change from
one note to the next so as to join particular points on successive
vibrato cycles. A more extensive investigation will be necessary to
confirm or refute this preliminary observation.

(2) The formant tracings (Fig. 9) obtained from the vibrato measure
ments suggest a means to design accurately a complex filter for use in
the standard source-filter synthesis model. 8 The resulting filter could
be designed to match the measured spectral contour instead of being
based on approximate values for resonance frequencies, bandwidths,
etc.

(3) Many composers using electronic media are not interested in merely
recreating existing acoustic timbres. For these composers, synthesis
models retaining certain qualities of a natural sound source are
needed. For this purpose, the timbral characteristics of acoustic
instruments, including the singing voice, must be catalogued and
represented in a convenient, intuitive form.

(4) Vibrato generation based on musical context remains an ad hoc
procedure. The standard guidelines for vocal vibrato are learned by
singers without the benefit of written rules, so research is necessary if
a useful descriptive model is desired. The need for random variations
of the vibrato parameters and the importance of amplitude
fluctuations also merit further study.

5 CONCLUSION

Based on our experiments, we draw the following conclusions:

(i) The amplitude fluctuation of a partial during the vibrato cycle varies
in form, amplitude and phase according to the partial's position
within the vocal tract resonances. The location and other charac
teristics of the formants can be aided by examination of this
amplitude variation.

(ii) The partials of vocal tones are almost perfectly harmonic during
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vibrato, i.e. a single vibrato waveform accurately characterizes the
frequency variations of all partials when singing.

(iii) The vibrato waveform is typically nearly sinusoidal. However, its
amplitude (vibrato depth), rate (vibrato frequency) and average value
(nominal sung frequency) all appear to vary in a random fashion.
From our measurements, the model and guidelines of Fig. 11 can be
identified.

(iv) For singing synthesis, our informal evaluation indicates the
perceptual importance of fluctuations of the partial amplitudes
during vibrato, Inclusion of the fluctuations tends to add warmth to
the sounds and improve their perceptual fusion.

(v) Although previous reports have mentioned the importance of
random variations of the vibrato waveform, we were surprised to find
that high-quality synthesis by the panned-wavetable algorithm of
Fig. 12, using the vihrato generator of Fig, 1L did not reveal any
notable improvement over parmed-wavetable synthesis with fixed
sine wave vibrato.
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